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Collaborating with two nurses in the spring resulted in a new checklist discharge tool (top left), one for vaginal and one for C-section patients, that imitates a care pathway to spur dialogue between the patient and the care team and within the care team.

Countermeasures

Consider assessing the following potential pilots through KPIs:

- Measuring the utilization of the new checklist by patients, nurses and physicians.
- Measuring the impact of implementation and changes to interdisciplinary rounding on discharge time
- Acceptance of offering moms the option to opt out of seeing the attending on the day of discharge, or administering a survey assessing whether they would be interested in the option
- Returning ownership of providing patients the discharge videos from CNAs to RNs

Outcomes

Consider assessing the following potential pilots through KPIs:

- Measuring the utilization of the new checklist by patients, nurses and physicians.
- Measuring the impact of implementation and changes to interdisciplinary rounding on discharge time
- Acceptance of offering moms the option to opt out of seeing the attending on the day of discharge, or administering a survey assessing whether they would be interested in the option
- Returning ownership of providing patients the discharge videos from CNAs to RNs

Next Steps

- With the new team, hold a Kaizen event or series of meetings to review the current state process map, observations from shadowing, fishbone diagram, issues identified by team members; then conduct a root cause analysis on each significant problem, review potential solutions, and design a new solution / care pathway to implement.
- Regular meetings with new team members began this fall. The new team began with developing a list of pain points and barriers, which will lead to creating a new fishbone. I plan to shadow the work of the team throughout their process.